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Abstract—Online forums contain a substantial amount of
data, but very few studies have focused on mining the URLs
posted by users. How can we fully leverage these posted
URLs to extract as much information as possible about forum
users? We perform a systematic study for extracting as much
information as possible about forum users via their URL
posting behavior. Within this study we develop a series of tools
to analyze the data. Given a forum, we extract the following
information: (a) basic statistics and a profile of the forum, (b) a
profile for each user based on their referral to accounts in other
platforms, (c) identification of communities within the forum,
and (d) detection of malicious behavior. Most prior works
focus on analyzing the text found in user posts rather than
on URLs themselves, as we do here. In our study, we analyze
three online security forums and find interesting results: (a) we
identify 7% of the users posting social media links on other
platforms, (b) we detect 148 groups of users that engage in
communities on external social media platforms, (c) we expose
139 malicious users that collectively posted 328 malicious
URLs. Additionally, we identify 17 groups with membership
spanning across multiple forums, and discover numerous other
groups that engage in coordinated malicious behavior. Our
work is a significant step towards an all-encompassing system
for profiling forum users at large.

Index Terms—Online Forums, Social Media, User Profiling,
Group Clustering, Malicious Behavior Detection.

INTRODUCTION

Online forums hide a wealth of information that has not
been studied as much as other social media until recently.
We use the term forum to describe thread-driven online
discussion platforms. There are 100K [1] online forums on
the internet, with some having over 500M monthly active
users [2]. This unprecedented amount of user generated
content contains a wealth of information. URLs that users
post can help us connect information from other sources
such as social media, educational resources, news outlets,
etc. with the activity of the users and even the forum itself.

The problem we address here focuses on the information
that we can extract from the URLs found in forum posts.
By contrast, most prior works focus on analyzing the text
in the posts. The challenge is to identify the type and
amount of information we can extract from URLs alone.
Here we take a user-centric approach. Specifically, given
one or more online forums, the desired output is as much
information as we can extract for each user. This includes
information about who they are and whether they engage
in malicious activities. In our study, we define malicious

Figure 1: Group affiliation of users across forums (left) and social
platforms (right). Groups can form across forum boundaries and
reach cross-platform social communities.

behavior as sharing URLs in that enable phishing,
spamming, or malware infections.

There are many types of analysis we can perform, but
to maintain a focused scope and reasonable paper length,
we focus on what we can discover about interconnections
between forums and social media, as we explain in more
detail later in the paper. In our analysis, we focus on
the URLs themselves that users post. We examine some
post content around the URL for identity disambiguation
purposes, but otherwise avoid NLP techniques altogether.

Extracting information out of URLs alone is a non-trivial
task. The URLs often lead to broken sites due to the age of
the data, which means we could not generally open a URL
and crawl the linked web page. Additionally, URL extraction
from post data is not perfect, as sometimes URLs have typos
and sometimes typos are flagged as URLs. Therefore, there
must be a balanced trade-off between the precision and the
recall of the URL extraction method.

As our key contribution, we conduct a systematic study,
URLytics, to highlight the wealth of information hiding in
URLs posted in forums. We develop a suite of techniques
that streamline the analysis of URLs. We show that posted
URLs can help us establish connections between different
social media and online platforms. Specifically, we analyzeIEEE/ACM ASONAM 2022, November 10-13, 2022
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Table I: Dataset Overview

Forum
Name

Total
Users

Total
Posts

Total
URLs

URL
Users

Social
URLs

OC 5499 25538 22722 821 269
HTS 9423 68464 13880 2264 727
EH 2970 50908 5544 636 145
WLD 14660 302711 7439 1031 246
Total 32552 447621 49585 4752 1141

URLs to: (a) perform identity disambiguation by connecting
users across different platforms, (b) identify groups and
clusters of cross-platform users, and (c) detect malicious
behaviors, including phishing, spamming, and spreading
malware. For our identity disambiguation, we develop an
automated approach that combines: (a) string matching using
Levenshtein and Jaro distance and (b) context awareness
from the post of the URL. Our work is among the first
systematic studies that focus on mining URLs posted in
forums.

We apply our approach on data from four security forums.
The data we use spans from 2002 to 2022 and contains
33K users and 450K posts. We opt to analyze this niche
community of interest to security analysts since these forums
often include malicious hackers. The key results of our work
can be summarized in the following points.

A. Social media URL posting statistics. We find that
different forums vary significantly in their social media URL
posting profile. Looking at the top 3 most prevalent social
media platforms in our data, OC is dominated by Facebook
activity, HTS is split equally between GitHub and Twitter
usage, while in EH Twitter is much more prevalent. See
Figure 2 for a visualization of these distributions.

B. Identification of users across platforms. We are
able to establish connections between forum users and their
linked social media accounts. We find that 7% of the social
media accounts linked by forum users belong to the users
posting them with high confidence.

C. Community discovery. We find 148 groups of users
that share the same social media URL links. 17 of these
groups include members from multiple forums. Manual
inspection of the most populated of these groups revealed
groups engaging in activities that range from educational
programming competitions to political hacking efforts.

D. Malicious activities. We find 139 malicious users that
collectively share 328 malicious URLs. These are URLs that
would have infected a user that clicked on them, and range
in severity from phishing to spreading malware. Later in the
paper we explain how users can share unclickable malicious
links in a benign way. We ignore these unclickable links for
our study.

DATASET AND TERMINOLOGY

In our study, we focus on three online security forums:
Offensive Community [3], Ethical Hacker [4], and Hack
This Site [5], as well as a fourth online security forum
to verify our results, Wilders Security [6]. These forums
contain posts from 2002 to 2022. A given post consists of

the text that a user writes in a single post on a single forum
as well as the metadata of that post (user ID, post date, user
title, etc.) A summary of our forum dataset can be found in
Table I.

For the rest of the paper, we refer to the forums Offensive
Community, Ethical Hacker, Hack This Site, and Wilders
Security as OC, EH, HTS, and WLD, respectively.

METHODOLOGY

In this section we describe our methods for extracting
the following information from user URL posting behavior:
(a) user identification across platforms, (b) group affiliation,
and (c) malicious behavior. We mainly focus on Facebook,
Twitter, GitHub, and YouTube for our social media analysis
as other social media platforms were not nearly as prevalent
in our extracted forum data. We identify social media URLs
by detecting if they link to the top social media platforms,
ranked by popularity [7].

A. User identification across platforms. When we en-
counter a user that posted a social media URL, we want to
find out if the linked social media account belongs to the
user that posted it. For this purpose, we use a combination
of two methods: (i) string matching usernames, (ii) context
around the link.

(i) String matching usernames. If a forum user and a
social media account that they linked have similar user-
names, it is very likely that they are the same user. First,
we attempt to extract the username from the posted social
media URL. Here, we do not use YouTube URLs because
they do not contain the account username as part of the
URL. For string matching, we use two string edit-distance
algorithms, Levenshtein and Jaro distance, with thresholds
of 4 and 0.75, respectively. We chose these thresholds as a
result of our manual test of a random sample of 50 username
pairs from our data, in which each algorithm yielded at most
2 erroneous matches or mismatches with these values. If one
of the algorithms yields a match, we conclude that the forum
user is connected to the linked social media account.

(ii) Context around the link. If the string matching method
does not yield a match, we check for possessive words (such
as ”my”, ”mine”, or ”our”) in the text around the URL. The
existence of such words in short vicinity of the URL implies
that the user is claiming ownership of the URL. We manually
tested a randomly selected sample of 15 users from each
forum and found that a maximum word distance of 20 words
from the URL is optimal for associating a social media URL
with a user. Essentially, if a user writes a possessive word
within 20 words of a social media URL, we associate that
user with the linked social media account.

B. Group affiliation. One of the key tasks of our work is
to find groups that users are affiliated with solely based on
their URL posting behavior. For the purpose of discovering
these groups, we propose a bipartite graph structure where
the left-hand side consists of forum users and the right-hand
side is social media accounts. Whenever a user posts a social
media URL, they are connected to that social media account
in our graph. This allows us to formulate groups of forum



users that might not be interacting directly, but are at least
engaging in the same communities off-platform. We split
the forum side of the graph into three sections for each of
our three forums, and the right side of the graph into three
sections for each of our targeted social media platforms. A
snippet showing a few groups from our graph can be seen
in Figure 1.

C. Malicious behavior. We identify malicious users and
the type of malicious behavior they engage in using their
URL posting behavior. To detect malicious URLs, we utilize
an ensemble of 7 well known malware detection engines
(including Webroot and Avira) to analyze each URL in
our dataset [8]. When a detection engine flags a URL as
malicious, it returns the type of malicious behavior that URL
exhibits (such as Malware or Phishing), which we use to flag
the user that posted that URL with.

We only focus on URLs that users intend others to click
on. It is a commonly accepted practice to mask malicious
URLs as non-clickable when they are posted for benign
purposes. Replacing the protocol http or https with hxxp or
hxxps, respectively, is widely used by the security commu-
nity to obfuscate URLs [9]. Supporting this claim, we find
84 URLs in our data that are masked as hxxp. Therefore,
we conclude that when users post clickable, malicious URLs
they are in fact engaging in malicious malicious activity, and
are flagged by our detection script appropriately.

RESULTS

The main contribution of this paper is to show that there
is a wealth of information in URLs that helps us establish
connections between different platforms and provides inter-
esting information. In this section, we report our findings of
the following information: (a) social media URL posting
statistics, (b) identification of users across platforms, (c)
community discovery, and (d) malicious activities.

A. Social media URL posting statistics. We find non-
trivial connections between online forums and external so-
cial media platforms, the intensity and diversity of which
varies by forum. As can be seen in Figure 2, each forum
tends to favor a different distribution of social media URL
sharing. We discover that OC users favor Facebook URLs,
EH users favor Twitter URLs, and HTS users post almost
equal GitHub and Facebook URLs, with rarely any Twitter
presence.

B. Identification of users across platforms. We are
able to establish connections between forum users and the
linked social media accounts. For this purpose we extract
the username from the URL shared by the user and perform
various string matching analyses to determine if the user is
sharing their own account. We find that 7% of the social
media accounts linked by forum users belong to the users
posting them. We verify our result using two different string
matching algorithms and a post context method checking for
user possession of the URL, as described in the Methodol-
ogy section.

C. Community discovery. We identify communities of
users across different forums by analyzing their member

Figure 2: Distribution of social media URLs across our security
forums, OC, EH, and HTS. Facebook shown in red, Twitter shown
in blue, and GitHub shown in yellow. Note that each forum has
unique tendencies to use specific social media platforms, such as
EH favoring Twitter while OC heavily favors Facebook.

users’ social media links. We discuss the key results from
our community discovery efforts in the following para-
graphs. A snippet of our results can be seen in Figure 1

(i) Member discovery. We discover the members of ex-
ternal communities operating on social platforms such as
Facebook and GitHub. We consider only those external com-
munities that have at least two members from our forums,
otherwise the linked URL is potentially a single account.
Using this definition, we find 148 potential communities of
users across the forums in our dataset.

(ii) Cross-platform communities. While performing com-
munity member discovery, we captured multiple groups that
span across forums and even more groups with overlapping
member bases. Out of the 148 potential communities, we
detect 17 groups that consist of users from different forums.
Next we discuss standout results from these findings.

(iii) Peculiar and unique groups. We manually inspect
the most populated communities and uncover interesting
standout results. We find members of a group across plat-
forms known as byt3bl33d3r on GitHub, which has over
5K followers and includes hundreds of code contributors. It
hosts a variety of tools and scripts designed for exploitation,
mainly around networking, making the forum users that
are part of this group potentially malicious. We also find
multiple politically motivated hacking groups, such as Indi-
anHackrTeam and algerian.cyber.army, each having over 1K
members on Facebook, with IndianHackrTeam also having
mirror communities on other platforms. Figure 1 shows
the cross-platform nature of these groups. Additionally, we
also discover many benign groups, such as a community
on GitHub centered around programming competitions, that
spans multiple users across the forums in our dataset.

D. Malicious activities. Using our ensemble of malware
detection engines, described in the Methodology section, we
discover 139 malicious users that collectively posted 328
malicious URLs across the forums in our dataset. These
users engaged in the sharing of malicious links that range
in severity from phishing to spreading infectious malware.
Of the 139 detected malicious users, 45 of them are flagged



for spreading malware. Investigating this list of malware-
spreading users further, we discover several high profile
users, including user aabee that, in addition to posting two
links to malware, illegally leaked several hundreds of online
accounts and passwords.

DISCUSSION

Combining URLs with text analysis. Here we focus on
URLs alone in order to highlight the information that they
contain. In the future, we intend to study URLs and the text
of the post together. We expect that the combined analysis
could provide even more extensive and detailed information.
Note that here we only used the post text in direct relation
to the URL.

YouTube and broken links. When performing our user
identification analysis, we do not consider YouTube URLs.
We find it difficult to extract useful username information
from them in the same method we use with other social me-
dia links. This is due to YouTube links not always showing
the account username in the URL itself. Additionally, most
of the YouTube links led to invalid destinations, suggesting
that the linked videos or accounts are are suspicious. We
plan to investigate this lead in future work.

RELATED WORK

Profiling users of online forums via their URL posting
behavior is quite a niche field that received relatively little
attention from researchers at large. Most of the existing
studies can be grouped into three separate categories.

A. User profiling studies. The studies in this category
profile users of a forum based on the post content and
demographic attributes provided by the users. One such
study finds the political preferences of twitter users by
analyzing the textual content of their tweets [10]. Other
studies link accounts across platforms by analyzing user
writing styles [11] and exploring user generated metadata
[12] to create connections.

B. Forum activity detection studies. The studies in
this category focus on extracting activities from discussion
forums by analyzing the posts generated by forum users. For
identifying malicious activities, previous work has utilized
analysis of textual data using machine learning or other NLP
techniques [13], [14], [15]. Other efforts utilize metadata
found in posts to identify interesting events throughout a
forum’s lifespan [16].

C. URL analysis studies. One URL analysis study
classifies URLs as malicious or benign with the help of
Naive Bayes and Support Vector model [17]. A more recent
work uses URL specific features such as bag of words in a
URL and the URL length and web page features to detect
phishing URLs [18].

CONCLUSION

As our key contribution, we conduct a systematic study,
URLytics, to highlight the wealth of information hiding in
URLs posted in forums. Using an ensemble of string match-
ing algorithms and the context around social media URLs we

can reliably match usernames extracted from social media
URLs to the users posting them on forums to identify users
across platforms. By grouping forum users together by the
social media accounts that they link to, we are able to
identify 148 groups of users on our forums, 17 of which have
cross-forum membership. These communities range from
malicious political hacking groups to benign programming
competition groups. We discover 139 malicious users that
posted 328 URLs that are flagged as malicious by our
ensemble of credible malware detection engines. Our work
is a significant step towards an all-encompassing system for
profiling forum users at large.
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